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Gaming Microphone Havit GK61 RGB

RGB Gaming Microphone Havit GK61
The Havit GK61 microphone is perfect for live streaming, singing lessons, online gaming, and other situations that require clear sound. It
precisely  captures  your  voice  while  eliminating  unwanted  noise  and  interference.  With  a  resolution  of  192  kHz/24  bit,  every  sound  is
recorded with exceptional accuracy. The colorful RGB backlight with 11 modes provides amazing visual effects.
 
Sound that will impress everyone
The  Havit  GK61  focuses  on  recording  sound  from  the  front  while  reducing  noise  from  other  directions.  This  ensures  that  your  voice
sounds clear and crisp no matter where you are. It supports high-resolution recording at 192 kHz/24 bit, delivering excellent audio quality
that will satisfy even the most demanding users.
 
Convenient Operation
Operating the microphone is  a  breeze.  It  features  2  built-in  knobs that  allow you to  have full  control  over  the sound quality.  A  status
indicator light will inform you of the device's status – blue means recording, while red means mute. Furthermore, the 3.5mm port allows
you to connect headphones to the microphone, allowing you to listen to your voice in real-time.
 
Gaming Design
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The Havit  GK61 microphone will  be the perfect addition to your gaming setup. It  is  equipped with colorful  RGB lighting that gives it  a
unique gaming character. It offers 11 different lighting effects that will help you create an incredible atmosphere during every game.
 
	Manufacturer
	Havit
	Model
	GK61
	Frequency Response
	100-18000 Hz
	Signal-to-Noise Ratio
	≥96 dB
	Backlight
	Yes, RGB
	Operating Voltage
	5V
	Operating Current
	≤100 mA
	Power Supply
	USB-C
	Material
	Plastic
	Dimensions
	95 x 95 x 213 mm
	Weight
	294 g

Preço:

€ 23.51
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